To whom it may concern,
This email is in regards to the Mandatory Vaccination Bill that politicians are rapidly trying to
pass. This absolutely concerns me for multiple reasons...
First, this bill would absolutely take away parental rights to choose what they feel is best for their
OWN children. As a parent of four young children, this bill would be stripping me of my own
rights to my children. This is not okay. Not at all.
As a parent, I do what I feel is the BEST and the SAFEST for my children.. I do this by feeding
them a healthy diet, making sure they are getting antiquate amount of sleep, teaching them to
be honorable and respectable young people and in my case, picking and choosing what
vaccines have gone into their precious bodies. Doing my OWN research and studies, I have
made the choices that I have to protect them to the best of my ability. This bill would limit some
of my rights.
Second, this bill would discriminate against a minority of the population... is that what we want?
Discriminating against those who feel vaccines may cause injury to their children? Oregon’s
unvaccinated rate is only 2.6%, do we really need a mandated vaccine bill?
And third, by passing this bill you will be forcing those who do not partake in ALL 31 vaccines (as of
now), to make the decision to either go against what they personally feel so their children can
partake in public or private school, OR force parents to make the decision to homeschool their
children. This, in my opinion, is against what we should have as parental rights.
Please consider NOT allowing the 'Mandatory Vaccination Bill HB 3063' to pass. Please allow
parents to continue making choices for their OWN children and what they feel is best for their family..
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
A concerned constituent, Ashley Juarez
Resident at 535 Madison St NE Salem OR 97301

